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By use of cyclic subspaces, explicit connections between principal component
regression (PCR) and partial least squares (PLS) are established that shed light
onto why one method works better than the other. These connections clearly iden-
tify how both methods make use of calibration data in prediction. Moreover,
developments leading to these connections show that they are particular manifesta-
tions of a more general easily described and implemented regressionprediction pro-
cess referred to as cyclic subspace regression (CSR). This process not only contains
PCR, PLS, and LS (least squares) as special cases but, also a finite number of other
related intermediate or transitional regression techniques. Moreover, CSR shows
that PCR, PLS, LS, and the related intermediates can be implemented by the same
general procedure and that they differ only in the amount of information used from
calibration data matrices. In addition to setting out the CSR procedure, the paper
also supplies a robust numerical algorithm for its implementation which is used
to show how procedures contained within CSR perform on a chemical data set.
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INTRODUCTION
In many disciplines, for a variety of reasons, a linear, intercept-free, rela-
tionship is suspected to exist between a m_n calibration data matrix X and
another m_1 calibration data vector y, i.e., the equality y=Xz, for some
n_1 vector z, is believed to hold. However, factors such as measurement
error or unobserved small nonlinear influences work to upset this rela-
tionship. To counter these and other effects the methods of least squares
(LS), principal component regression (PCR), and partial least squares
(PLS), amongst others, have been developed. These procedures typically
produce a n_1 vector z^ which approximates the above z. This approximate
is then combined by means of an inner product with another n_1 data
vector x, where x denotes the data vector for an unknown sample, to yield
a prediction value for the variable being modeled by the original calibration
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data X and y. For example, X might represent m mean centered spectra
measured at n wavelengths with y denoting the corresponding mean cen-
tered analyte concentrations. Once z^ has been obtained, a sample of
unknown concentration y of the specified analyte is subjected to the n
wavelengths used in producing X, ultimately yielding a mean centered n_1
response vector x. The product xt z^= y^ represents the predicted mean
centered value for the unknown concentration.
In general, the value of prediction depends on the method used and the
calibration data. In particular, values obtained by use of PCR and PLS
typically differ. The complete explanation as to why this is the case is yet
to be forthcoming. However, in this paper, by use of cyclic subspaces,
explicit mathematical connections between LS, PCR, PLS, and a finite
number of other related methods are established that shed light onto why
one method works better than the other. These connections clearly identify
how these methods make use of calibration data in prediction. Moreover,
developments leading to these connections show that these methods are
particular manifestations of a more general easily described and imple-
mented regressionprediction process herein referred to as cyclic subspace
regression (CSR). This process is fully described in the section entitled
cyclic subspace regression and in the Appendix. CSR not only contains
PCR, PLS, and LS as special cases, but it is also capable of producing a
finite number of related intermediate regression procedures. This general
regression procedure shows that PCR, PLS, LS, and the intermediates can
be implemented by the same process and that they differ only in the
amount of information used from calibration data matrices. It should be
noted that CSR differs from other methods which have provided theoretical
umbrellas for discussions of LS, PCR, and PLS. In particular, it differs
from the continuum regression procedures [1, 2] which contain LS and
PCR as limiting (in the sense of calculus) cases, and PLS as a special case
and from the H-Principle [3].
Following CSR’s description, a brief outline for its implementation is
given in the numerical algorithm section of this paper. This outlined proce-
dure is theoretically valid but, numerically unstable. To rectify this situa-
tion stabilizing modifications have been made to the outline with the end
result being a numerically robust algorithm that is also set out in this sec-
tion. This algorithm is then used to show how all procedures available
from CSR perform on a chemical data set.
PRELIMINARIES
Let X # Rm_n, y # Rm, and consider the statement y=Xz for z # Rn. This
statement is in general unsolvable, being solvable if and only if y # R(X),
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the range of X. To ensure solvability of this equation, let P denote a projec-
tion of Rm onto R(X). Then the equation Py=Xz is guaranteed to have a
solution. Such a solution is unique whenever N(X), the nullspace of X, con-
tains only 0 # Rn. However, since Rn is the orthogonal direct sum of N(X)
and R(Xt), it follows that Py=Xz always has a unique solution in R(Xt).
Suppose that a solution z is sought from a particular subspace
W/R(Xt). Then the equation Py=Xz may be incapable of producing
such a solution as the unique solution in R(Xt) may not live in W. To
assure that such a solution can be found it is sufficient to solve Py=XQz,
where Q is a projection of Rn onto W/R(Xt) and P is now DEFINED
as a projection of Rm onto R(XQ).
If a1 , a2 , ..., al are l linearly independent vectors taken from R(Xt) whose
span is a subspace W, then the matrix A(AtA)&1 At, where A=
(a1a2 } } } al), is an orthogonal projection of R
n onto W [4]. With this in
mind, set B=XA and observe that B is a rank l matrix with R(B)=
R(XA(At A)&1 At). Moreover, the matrix B(BtB)&1 Bt is an orthogonal
projection of Rm onto R(XA(At A)&1 At). In view of the discussion prior to
this paragraph it follows that the equation
B(Bt B)&1 Bt y=XA(At A)&1 Atz
has a unique solution coming from the subspace W/R(Xt). More specifi-
cally, this solution is
z^=A(BtB)&1 Bt y.
Let x # Rn and consider the inner product xt z^. Since Rn is the orthogonal
direct sum of N(X) and R(Xt), it follows that there exist unique vectors
n # N(X) and r # R(Xt) such that x=n+r. Similarly, as N(Xt) and R(X)
form an orthogonal direct sum decomposition of Rm it follows that there
is a unique vector : # R(X) such that Xt:=r. (It should be noted that
:=(Xt)+ x, where (Xt)+ is the MoorePenrose generalized inverse of Xt.)
Thus,
xt A=(:t X+nt) A=:t B+ntA=:tB+0t=:t B.
Consequently,
xt z^=:t B(BtB)&1 Bty,
where : # R(X). This result will be referred to as the prediction value result-
ing from X, A, y, and x, or simply as the prediction value when these
parameters are implicitly known. It should be noted that this prediction
value represents the interactions of the weights accorded to each row of X
by x with the orthogonal projection of y onto R(B).
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As set forth earlier in this section, the columns of A are linearly inde-
pendent and form a basis for a subspace W contained in R(Xt). Moreover,
XA=B. Let K denote an invertible l_l matrix. Then XAK=BK and the
prediction value with B replaced by BK becomes :tBK((BK)t BK)&1
(BK)ty=:tB(BtB)&1 Bty. This last equality implies that any modification
of A by an invertible process does not affect the prediction value. In par-
ticular, the prediction value is independent of the basis used for W. In other
words, for a given x and y the only way to alter the prediction value is to
alter the subspace W.
CYCLIC SUBSPACE REGRESSION: APPLIED VERSION
The following regression procedure is a special case of the more general
theoretical procedure described in the Appendix. This particular version is
presented as it applies to most situations involving real world data. The
motivation for its developments came, in part, from work in [2, 5, 6],
where it is shown that PLS is intrinsically tied to a cyclic subspace of the
matrix Xt X, where X is as described below.
In what follows it is assumed that: (1) X is m_n, y is m_1, and x is
n_1, (2) a linear relationship of the form Xz=y is believed to hold,
(3) rank X=k1, (4) y does not belong to the nullspace of Xt, i.e.,
y  N(Xt), (5) x  N(X), and (6) the nonzero eigenvalues *i of XtX are all
distinct from one another, i.e., simple.
Let v1 , v2 , ..., vk and u1 , u2 , ..., uk denote the singular vectors of X, where
R(Xt), the range of Xt, is equal to span[v i]ki=1 and R(X)=span[u i]
k
i=1 .
The above assumptions, together with this notation, imply that there exist
vectors n # N(Xt) and r # R(X) such that y=n+r, where r=ki=1 aiui {0,
with ai=ytui . This representation of y implies that Xty=ki=1 _i aivi ,
where _i=- *i . It should be noted that implicit use is being made of the
standard convention of having *1 denote the largest eigenvalue, *2 denote
the next largest eigenvalue, etc. (For simplicity of exposition it will be
assumed that the ai=yt ui appearing in the representation of Xty are non-
zero). Let l be a fixed integer satisfying 1lk and form the following
vector:
zl=X
t Ply= :
l
i=1
_iaivi , (1)
where Pl=(u1 u2 } } } u l)(u1u2 } } } ul)
t is the orthogonal projection of Rm onto
span[u1 , u2 , ..., ul]. Note that as l increases the vector listed in Eq. (1) uses
more information from the singular vector directions v1 , v2 , ..., vk .
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Associated with zl is the following l-dimensional cyclic XtX-invariant sub-
space of R(Xt) [7, pp. 175190]:
Xl=span[zl , (XtX) zl , ..., (XtX) l&1 zl].
Let j be a fixed integer satisfying 1 jlk. Define
A jl =(zl (X
t X) zl } } } (X
tX) j&1 zl),
and set
B jl =XA
j
l .
In the above, the superscripting on the matrix A jl reflects the number of
vectors extracted from the cyclic subspace Xl . The notation on B jl identifies
that it results from A jl . Having noted this, it is clear that A
j
l is an n_j
matrix obtained by using the first j vectors from the above representation
of the subspace Xl . It should be noted that this matrix is of rank j as is the
matrix B jl .
With the results of the preliminary section in mind, the cyclic subspace
regression prediction value that results from use of the first j factors taken
from the l-dimensional subspace Xl is
:t B jl ((B
j
l )
t B jl )
&1 (B jl )
t y,
where :=(Xt)+ x.
By varying l and j it is clear that this procedure can produce k2+k2 dif-
ferent prediction values. In what follows it will be shown that the above
prediction values associated with B jj and B
j
k are the same as those
produced by PCR and PLS using j factors, respectively. With this in mind
it can be seen that these two methods differ only in the amount of informa-
tion they use from the vector Xt y. In particular, PCR uses the information
from Xt y only in the directions v1 , v2 , ..., vj , whereas PLS uses information
in those directions plus the remaining directions vj+1 , vj+2 , ..., vk . For a
fixed j, the other intermediate prediction values use more information from
Xt y than PCR and less than PLS (see Eq. (1)). As a final note, should
j=k, then the prediction value associated with Bkk is the same as the
prediction value produced by LS.
To see that this just-described procedure produces prediction PCR
values, note that
A jj =Qj Dj Tj ,
where Qj=(v1 _1v2 _2 } } } vj _j), D j=diag(a1 , a2 , ..., aj), and Tj=(_st),
where _st=_2ts for s, t, =1, 2, ..., j. By the hypotheses given earlier in this
section it follows that the matrix DjTj is invertible. Let K denote its inverse.
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Then the results in the preliminaries section of this paper imply that the
prediction values resulting from the use of A jj and A
j
j K are the same. Since
XA jj K=Uj , where U j=(u1u2 } } } uj), it follows that the prediction value
resulting from the use of A jj K is :
tU jU
t
j y, where :=(X
t)+ x, which is the
prediction value produced by a conventional PCR process using the first j
singular vectors u1 , u2 , ..., uj .
To see that CSR also contains PLS as a special case one only need note
the relationships established by Manne, Helland, and Stone in [2, 5, 6]
between the vectors (XtX)n zk , n=0, 1, ..., j&1 and the vectors arising
from the PLS algorithm.
Before proceeding to the next section it should be noted that CSR seems
to imply that PCR projections make use of the calibration data y. As the
following shows, this is not true. However, all other projections associated
with methods accessible by CSR do. To see that this is the case, fix j, l such
that 1 jlk, and set Ul=(u1u2 } } } ul), D l=diag(a1 , a2 , ..., al), and
Tl=(_st), where _st=_2ts , for s=1, 2, ..., l and t=1, 2, ..., j. Then
B jl =Ul Dl Tl . With this fact in hand, it follows that the projection appear-
ing in the prediction value for this j and l has the following form:
B jl ((B
j
l )
t B jl )
&1 (B jl )
t=UlD lTl (T
t
l D
2
l Tl)
&1 T tl DlU
t
l .
When l= j in the above, the matrix Tj becomes invertible, which implies
that the projection can be reduced to Uj U
t
j . This projection form is
independent of any of the information in Dj , which contains the y related
coefficients ai=ytui . This fact implies that the PCR projections are inde-
pendent of the calibration information y. When l> j, the matrix Tl is not
invertible. Consequently, elimination of all information contained in Dl is
not possible. Thus, the projections associated with the remaining methods
accessible by CSR make use of the calibration data y.
NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
The next few paragraphs provide a brief outline of how one might imple-
ment the CSR procedure described in the previous section. It assumes that
X, y, and x satisfy the same assumptions previously set forth. It should be
noted that this outline describes a theoretically valid, but numerically
unstable, procedure, and hence, should not be implemented as described.
Alterations to this basic outline have been made to make it numerically
robust. The end result of these modifications is the numerically robust algo-
rithm setout after this outline.
Outline. Step 1. Obtain a singular value decomposition of X; i.e., find
orthogonal matrices U=(u1u2 } } } um) and V=(v1v2 } } } vn) such that
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X=U7Vt, where 7=(_ij) is a m_n matrix whose entries are all zero,
except for the entries _ii which have the values _i=- *i , i=1, 2, ..., k.
(Recall that k is the rank of X and that the value *i is the i th largest eigen-
value of Xt X.)
Step 2. Set :=U7+Vtx. (Note :=(Xt)+ x.)
Step 3. Let j and l be fixed integers satisfying 1 jlk.
Step 4. Create the orthogonal projection Pl of Rm onto span
[u1 , u2 , ..., ul] by setting Pl=(u1u2 } } } ul)(u1u2 } } } ul)t.
Step 5. Set zl=XtPly. (Note zl=li=1 _iaivi , where ai=y
t ui .)
Step 6. Using the vectors zl created in Step 5, create matrices A jl =
(zl (XtX) zl } } } (XtX) j&1 zl) and B jl =XA
j
l .
Step 7. Set y^ jl =:
t B jl ((B
j
l )
t B jl )
&1 (B jl )
ty.
In the notation above, the value y^ jl represents the CSR prediction value
using j factors built from l singular vector terms. By letting j range from 1
to k and l range from j to k, it is apparent that this algorithm can be used
to produce k22+k2 prediction values. For a fixed j with l= j, the value
y^ jj is that of PCR using j factors, if l=k, the value y^
j
k is that of PLS using
j factors, and if l= j=k, the value y^kk is that of LS.
The following algorithm is a modification of the above outline and is
numerically robust. It produces orthonormal vectors zli and wli , i=
1, 2, ..., j, that span the same subspaces spanned by the columns of A jl and
B jl , respectively. These vectors zli and wli are just rescalings of the vectors
obtained by applying the method of GramSchmidt orthogonalization to
the vectors (XtX) i&1 z l , and (XX
t)i Ply, where i=1, 2, ..., j. The robustness
of the algorithm results from the orthonormalization which prevents the
numerical annihilation of terms in (Xt X)i zl and (XX
t) i P l y that have small
singular values raised to high powers. It should be noted that this algo-
rithm closely resembles the PLS-1 algorithm designed by Manne [5],
which is a coupled iterative algorithm that produces two orthogonal sets of
vectors for the subspaces spanned by A jk and B
j
k , respectively. (In what
follows the notation &x&2 means compute the Euclidean norm of x.)
Algorithm.
Step 1. Repeat Step 1 of the previous outline.
Step 2. Let j and l be fixed integers satisfying 1 jlk.
Step 3. Set Pl=(u1u2 } } } ul)(u1u2 } } } ul)t.
Step 4. Set Xl1=X and yl1=Ply.
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Step 5. For i=1, 2, ..., j do the following steps:
(i) Set zli=Xtli yli &X tliy li&2 .
(ii) Set wli=X lizli &Xlizli&2 .
(iii) Set Xli+1=(I&wliw
t
li) Xli .
(iv) Set yli+1=(I&wliw
t
li) yli .
Step 6. Create matrices Zl=(zl1zl2 } } } zlj), W l=(w l1wl2 } } } wlj), and
Xl =Wl W tl XZlZ
t
l .
Step 7. Set z^ jl =X
+
l y.
Step 8. Set y^ jl =x
t z^ jl .
The value y^ jl , produced by this algorithm is the same as that produced
by the former outline in Step 7.
APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate how CSR performs on real world data, results from use of
CSR on a set of near infrared spectral data obtained from Bran + Luebbe
(Hamburg, Germany) [8] is presented. This data set consists of 87 wheat
samples with known mean centered protein content and whose mean cen-
tered responses to 141 selected frequencies of light between 1100 and
2500 nm are known. Of these samples, 50 were used to create a 50_1
protein content calibration vector y and a 50_141 calibration response
matrix X, which according to the BeerLambert law of chemistry are
related theoretically by y=Xz for some z # R141_1. The remaining samples
were used for validation.
All possible CSR prediction values produced by the stable algorithm
spelled out in the numerical section of this paper for j=1, 2, ..., k,
l= j, j+1, ..., k (where k is the rank of X, which in this case is 45) were
evaluated by comparison with reference values. Prediction errors deter-
mined by leave-one-out cross-validation were calculated as the predictive
residual error sum of squares (PRESS). The result of these calculations are
summarized in Table I in an upper triangular matrix S=(sjl), where sjl ,
with jl, is the PRESS value associated with CSR using j factors for
prediction and the first l terms of the singular vector representation of Xt y
as set out in the cyclic subspace regression section (see Eq. (1)). In par-
ticular, the diagonal elements sjj represent PRESS values for PCR using j
factors, j=1, 2, ..., k, and the k th column elements sjk represent PRESS
values for PLS using j factors, j=1, 2, ..., k. The least squares PRESS value
is given by skk . All other values, with j<l<k, are PRESS’s, associated
with the remaining intermediate regressions.
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TABLE I
CSR Prediction Errors (PRESS) for Determination of Protein Content
(for Visual Clarity, All Entries Are Displayed to One Decimal Place)
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The CSR results show clear connections between the low PCR PRESS
value (under 5.00) and the low PLS PRESS values (under 5.00) in the S
matrix. Starting from the low PCR PRESS values in columns 1924 and
moving up until rows 1316 are reached, and then turning right and
moving along the rows where the low PLS PRESS values lie, a corridor,
which contains most of the low intermediate CSR PRESS values (under
5.00), is identified. This corridor, which is highlighted in Table I, connects
the low PCR and PLS PRESS values. For this data set, the lowest PRESS
value of 4.10 occurs at s16, 23 , which is located in the block of values
common to rows 1316 and columns 1924 (see the lightly shaded region
in Table I). In this case, row 16 contains the lowest PLS PRESS value and
column 23 contains the lowest PCR PRESS value.
At first glance it appears that PLS achieved its low PRESS values through
use of less calibration information than the low PRESS situation for PCR. This
observation should be put in the perspective of the CSR developments,
however. The low PLS PRESS values, s13, 45s16, 45 , were obtained by use of
1316 factors, each built from all 45 terms in the singular vector representation
of Xty, whereas the low PCR PRESS values, s19, 19s24, 24 , were obtained by use
of 1924 factors each built from the first 1924 terms in the singular vector
representation of Xty. With this in mind, one might say that PCR has actually
used less information to achieve its low PRESS values.
It should be noted that the block of CSR PRESS values associated with
1316 factors built from the first 1924 terms in Xt y’s singular vector
representation (see lightly shaded region in Table I) are of the same
magnitude as the low PLS PRESS values, s13, 45s16, 45 , and the low PCR
PRESS values, s19, 19s24, 24 . Thus, it might be argued that only the first
1924 terms of Xty’s representation are relevant to the prediction process
and that only 1316 factors built from those terms are necessary to achieve
accurate predictions. For this data set, this argument is further supported
by the validation set. Therefore, any regression built in this manner is
essentially achieving the same accuracy of PCR and PLS with less factors
than PCR and less Xt y term information than PLS.
For the results in Table I, the low PRESS values for PLS are generally
greater than the low intermediate CSR PRESS values in the corresponding
rows. This can be attributed to the information carried by the extra terms in
the singular vector representation used by PLS, but not by the intermediate
regressions. These terms probably carry more noise than signal information.
CONCLUSIONS
The CSR technique is an easily implemented method that is capable of
producing PCR, PLS, LS, and a finite number of other intermediate regression
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values. It shows how PCR and PLS can be obtained by essentially the
same process, the only difference being in the number of terms from the
singular vector representation of the calibration data Xty. In particular,
PCR uses the least number of terms, PLS uses the most, and the inter-
mediates use amounts between these two extremes.
For the data set discussed in this paper, and others that the authors have
studied, it has been observed that CSR can be used to identify a minimal
set of factors built from a minimal amount of information taken from Xt y,
such that when those factors are used in regression, the resultant PRESS
values are consistently as good as, or better than, those achievable with
either PCR or PLS. In particular, when the number of samples is large
enough, the minimal number of factors to use corresponds to the number
of factors ( j) associated with the low PLS PRESS values, and the minimal
number of terms (l ) to build these factors corresponds to the number of
terms used by low PCR PRESS values from the singular vector representa-
tion of Xt y. After ascertaining these values, regressing by CSR using the
determined j and l should produce regressions with a PRESS essentially
equal to or lower than the minimum PRESS value associated with either
PCR or PLS. The reason for this is that by use of the singular vector terms
determined by low PCR PRESS values, terms associated with noise that
are used by PLS are eliminated. Thus, the low factor advantage of PLS is
achieved at the same time the low noise advantage of PCR is accomplished.
In a final comment, it should be noted that above procedure for obtain-
ing an optimal j and l is of limited practical utility. However, work in the
direction of obtaining a better way to choose an optimal j and l is being
pursued.
APPENDIX: CYCLIC SUBSPACE REGRESSION;
THEORETICAL VERSION
The following version of CSR is more general than the previously dis-
cussed applied version. It is more general in that (a) it treats the theoretical
situation where one or more of the eigenvalues of Xt X are not simple. (It
should be noted that in the appropriate measure setting, this case is of
probability zero, but it can still occur nevertheless) and (b) it includes
situations where selected subsets of the previously mentioned vectors
_1 a1 v1 , _2 a2 v2 , ..., _kakvk are used to create a vector analogous to the
vector zl set out in Eq. (1). (The vector zl described in (1) uses the subset
consisting of the first l vectors from the just presented list.) By doing so, one
can show that this version of CSR also includes the regression procedures
of best subset PCR described in [9, 10] and the best subset PLS described
in [11].
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Let X # Rm_n and y # Rn represent data matrices suspected of satisfying
an intercept-free linear relationship of the form y=Xz for some z # Rn.
Assume rank X=k1. Then the positive semi-definite matrices Xt X and
XXt have k nonzero (counting multiplicities) eigenvalues
*11 , ..., *1p1 , ..., *q1 , ..., *qpq
satisfying *11= } } } =*1p1> } } } >*q1= } } } =*qpq>0. Associated with these
eigenvalues are two sets of orthonormal eigenvectors
v11 , ..., v1p1 , ..., vq1 , ..., vqpq
and
u11 , ..., u1p1 , ..., uq1 , ..., uqpq
such that Xt Xvij=*ijvij , XXtu ij=*ij uij , Xv ij=_iu ij , and Xt uij=_ivij for
i=1, ..., q, j=1, ..., pi , where _i=- *i1 . Moreover,
R(Xt)=span[vij]q, pii, j=1 , R(X)=span[uij]
q, pi
i, j=1.
The vectors vij and uij are referred to as the singular vectors associated with
X and the numbers _i , the associated singular values.
Let I denotes one of the 2q&1 nonempty subsets of [1, 2, ..., q]. For
notational convenience list the elements of I as i1 , i2 , ..., il , where
i1<i2< } } } <il . Let xij denote a fixed nonzero element coming from the
pij -dimensional eigenspace N(X
t X&_2ij I). (For example, the vectors _iaiv i
represent the choices for xij in the formation of zl in Eq. (1).) Since I has
2l&1 nonempty subsets, it follows that there are 2l&1 different vectors
xJ= :
ij # J
xij ,
where J denotes a nonempty subset of I, that can be created from the
xi1 , x i2 , ..., xil . From work in [7] it follows that to each such xJ there
corresponds an s-dimensional cyclic Xt X-invariant subspace,
XJ=span[xJ , (XtX) xJ , ..., (Xt X)s&1 xJ],
where s denotes the cardinality of J. A straightforward calculation shows
that there are ( ls)=l !(l&s)! s ! such subspaces of dimension s, where
1sl. In particular, there are l such subspaces of dimension one and
only one such subspace of dimension l.
Fix p, where 1pl. Then there are [(2l&1)& p&1j=1 (
l
j )] subspaces
XJ of dimension r, where prl. Let WJ denote one of these subspaces.
Then WJ=span[xJ , (Xt X) xJ , ..., (Xt X)r&1 xJ]. Since pr, it follows that
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p independent vectors can be extracted from WJ . Let W pJ =span[xJ ,
(XtX) xJ , ..., (X
t X) p&1 xJ]. Then W pJ is a p-dimensional subspace of
WJ /R(Xt) with basis xJ , (XtX) xJ , ..., (Xt X) p&1 xJ . These considerations
imply that the matrix A pJ((A
p
J )
t A pJ )
&1 (A pJ )
t, where A pJ =((X
tX) j xJ)
p&1
j=0 , is
an orthogonal projection of Rn onto W pJ . Set B
p
J =XA
p
J . Then the results
from the Preliminaries section imply that the prediction value for the given
y and an x # Rn is
:t B pJ((B
p
J )
t B pJ )
&1 (B pJ )
t y,
where :=(Xt)+ x. Since there is one prediction value for each subspace XJ
of dimension r p, it follows that this general version of cyclic subspace
regression is capable of generating [2l&1& p&1j=1 (
l
j)] prediction values.
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